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The popular product family has been added with the new Lichtkanal 060. While presenting in the 
company headquarters, at the spacious showroom, product manager Alexander Maier said “We call 
it the best tailor-made solution among the articles because it can be individually made according to 
the wishes of the customer, be it in terms of length, shape and colour.”

The architectural light series Lichtkanal 060 opens up new spaces for creativity. “We love it when we 
face very special challenges.” The product manager points to the staircase-like wall-ceiling course 
above our heads. “For example, something like that. Now if you want to realise this technically, how do 
you do it?” Similar to such example, LTS has triangles, squares, ragged polygons and many more forms 
at its disposal. It is clear that this is only a small selection of almost unlimited number of possibilities 
to architecturally play with this light series, “Of course, you can also simply mount the Lichtkanal 060 
directly on to the wall or into the ceiling, as a classic pendant or ceiling luminaire.”

In-line Custom Design
The new Lichtkanal 060 - for 100% creative solutions
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Optionally, the Lichtkanal 060 is available with a pre-set acrylic glass cover, opal diffuser film or with 
the patented nanoOptix microstructure film newly developed by LTS. As the latter two variants are 
not bound to fixed lengths, no impact is created at the edges when the light channel is used for 
longer lengths. They can be ordered in a length of up to 150 meters.

The wafer-thin nanoOptix high-tech film ensures defined beam angles, depending on the nature of 
the surface. Thus, nanoOptix film fulfills the same purpose as that of a lens optic, but the former is 
significantly more resource-efficient during the production process. Initially, nanoOptix will be  
available with batwing or low beam coverage.

Unlike the other models in the series, the Lichtkanal 060 also comes in a square format and can be 
ordered with direct or direct-indirect lighting. Like all members of the series, Lichtkanal 060 shines with 
an extremely homogeneous illuminated area, which can be dimmed via DALI. Colour temperatures of 
3,000 K and 4,000 K are standard options. Lichtkanal 060 is available in black, silver anodised and 
white as well as on request in RAL.


